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1 Introduction

Real-world systems are always uncertain. Their increasing
complexity, sophistication, and connectivity generate further sources of uncertainty that is characterized by deterministic (worst-case) or stochastic models. The latter assume existence of a probability distribution, which is typically inferred from data. To build such data-driven models,
we need to account for limitations induced by the fact that
data may be corrupted or only available at small amounts.
These aspects influence the accuracy of inferences about the
underlying probability distributions and their usefulness for
decision making. To overcome these issues, it is required to
derive reliable probabilistic models of the uncertain components from the available data under the least possible amount
of conservativeness.
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Figure 1: High-dimensional hyperrectangles shrink much faster
with the number of samples compared to Wasserstein
ambiguity balls.

where d 6= 2p and r is the diameter of the support of Px ,
guarantees that the ambiguity ball contains the true distribution with probability at least 1 b . However, (3) implies
that for high-dimensional random variables, the radius de1
creases with the excessively slow rate of the order of N d .

2 Problem formulation

3 Ambiguity hyperrectangles

The central problem in stochastic optimization is to take optimal decisions in problems affected by randomness. A typical stochastic optimization problem has the form
⇥
⇤
inf EPx f (x, x )
(1)

To address the conservative decrease rate in (3), we exploit independence of lower-dimensional components of
the random variable x = (x1 , . . . , xn ). We build a lowerdimensional ambiguity ball for each component and construct an ambiguity hyperrectangle by taking all product
measures across the individual distributions from the n balls.
1
Such a rectangle shrinks at the faster rate N q? with the number of samples, where q? := max{qk , k = 1, . . . , n}, qk :=
max{2p, dk } for dk 6= 2p and dk is the dimension of xk . The
ambiguity hyperrectangle is much smaller than the original
ambiguity ball and contains the true distribution with the
same confidence (cf. Figure 1).
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where f is the objective function, x is the decision variable,
and x 2 Rd is a random variable with distribution Px . In
practice, as Px is often unknown, it is approximated by the
empirical distribution PxN := ÂNi=1 dxbi of i.i.d. samples. Yet,
for small amounts of data, this approach may become insufficient, as the approximation PxN may exhibit significant
deviations from Px . To address this issue, uncertainty in the
distribution is considered as
⇥
⇤
inf max EPx f (x, x ) ,
(2)
x2X Px
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which is a distributionally robust optimization problem
[1, 2, 3], where P N is an ambiguity set of distributions that
is informed by the samples and contains plausible models
for the true distribution. A convenient choice of ambiguity sets for such problems are balls in the Wasserstein metric centered at the empirical distribution PxN . For compactly
supported distributions, choosing the radius
◆1
✓
ln(Cb 1 ) q r
eN (b , r) :=
(3)
1 , q := max{2p, d},
c
Nq
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